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Orson Welles in Chimes at Midnight	
  

	
  
As with seemingly every project Orson Welles made after Citizen Kane, Chimes at Midnight was to
some extent a victim of its production woes. Poor audio quality and a few subpar, voiced-over
performances, have historically kept audiences and critics at a distance. However, Welles stated in
interviews that he thought it was one of his best films: “If I wanted to get into heaven on the basis of
one movie, that's the one I would offer up”	
  he said in a tribute to his career on BBC Arena in 1982.
Chimes at Midnight is a project that in many ways encapsulates the tragic figure of Welles late in life.
In this, his final Shakespeare adaptation, Welles portrayed a radical visual and dramatic narrative by
reshaping and reframing Shakespeare’s own words.	
  In	
  his	
  re-‐reading,	
  Welles	
  provides	
  an	
  alternative	
  
to	
  dominant	
  systems	
  of	
  power,	
  while	
  also	
  confronting	
  and	
  re-‐vindicating	
  his	
  popular	
  image	
  as	
  
overweight,	
  drunk,	
  and	
  sold-‐out,	
  through	
  the	
  role	
  of	
  Falstaff.	
  
	
  
Chimes at Midnight is an amalgamation of different Shakespeare productions into one cohesive story.
Rather than presenting the traditional “Henriad,” comprised of Richard II, Henry IV, Parts 1 and 2 and
Henry V, which traces the rise of Henry V to the throne, Welles extracts scenes from each of these
plays to bring the focus to a tertiary character, Sir John Falstaff. Fat, drunk and foolish, Falstaff is a
mirror of the popular image of Welles in late life: gorging himself at obscure restaurants in Paris or
drunk on set for cheap wine commercials. Welles’ take on the character of Falstaff is a projection of his
own physical and emotional personal image. One could almost trace all of Welles’ career, and body
frame, through his encounters with Shakespeare, from his young role as Brutus in his 1937 Mercury
Theater production of Caesar to his role as Sir John Falstaff in Chimes At Midnight. In photographs of
all the productions throughout the years Welles changes visibly. 	
  
	
  
	
  
Like many actors of his generation, Welles began his career in Shakespeare. Caesar, an adaptation of
Julius Caesar, demonstrated his interest in adapting not only modern, but personally and politically
relevant productions of Shakespeare’s plays. The production of Caesar, put on a full two years before
WWII broke out, overtly brought up the political and ideological parallels between Nazi facism and the
Roman Empire. In cast photos, Welles looks young and fit. In his eyes one can see the intensity of
artistic potential, idealistic and radical. In a photograph of Welles’ film adaptation of Macbeth eleven
years later in 1948, he stares out from under a heavy crown with a sense of forewarning. Welles was an
artist at the height of his fame and powers, yet the dangers of his relationship with Hollywood, plagued
by recut films and unfinished projects, had become evident. Caught in the crossfire between artistic,
economic, and personal interests, Welles’ tug of war with the studios mirrored the conflict in the eyes
of his Macbeth in his fated struggle between ambition and the conditions of power and fortune.	
  
	
  
	
  
Then there is Chimes at Midnight, Welles’ final adaptation of a Shakespeare production. The movie
presents him in the image that has become a cliché of Welles in his last years: fat, foolish, and drunk.
In Henry IV Pt. 2, Shakespeare offers the best characterization of Falstaff, and by extension, Welles at
this time: “Falstaff…that trunk of humours, / bolting-hutch of beastliness, that swollen parcel /of
dropsies, that huge bombard of sack, / that stuffed cloak-bag of guts.”	
  Rather than rejecting this image,
Welles adopts and confronts the caricature head on. In this way Chimes at Midnight allows offers an
understanding of Welles’	
  artistic and personal character beyond the oft told story of misplaced genius,
or tragic fall from grace. His public persona might have been flawed, and was certainly in a sad state
for one of America’s greatest auteurs, but Welles was always self-aware. 	
  
	
  
	
  
Through this self-awareness, Welles also showcases the visually innovative style and narrative
imagination he was still capable of sustaining as a film artist, creating a vivid and radical counter-

narrative to the traditional Shakespearean tale. The final scene of Chimes at Midnight reverses a
traditional reading of Falstaff’s public rejection in the eyes of the new king, his old friend Prince Hall.
When Falstaff runs to him, excited for his friend’s ascension, he cries out his name excitedly. The new
king’s reaction shocks the viewer as it does the old Falstaff: “I know thee not, old man: fall to thy
prayers; / How ill white hairs become a fool and jester! / I have long dream'd of such a kind of man, /
So surfeit-swell'd, so old and so profane; / But, being awaked, I do despise my dream.” While one
reading of Shakespeare might point to the need of this public shaming for the good of the state, the
preceding narrative of Chimes at Midnight makes it painful to see Falstaff characterized as a despicable
dream. In the reality of the film he is anything but. All throughout, Falstaff’s image and lifestyle are
established as a counterpoint to Hal’s father, Henry IV. While the King’s hall is a sterile, wide, and
gothic cathedral, Falstaff’s court is a tavern and his chorus is made up of prostitutes and beggars. Far
from being a figure from a dream, Chimes at Midnight vindicates Falstaff’s reality as closer to earth
and a humble image of reality. 	
  
	
  
	
  
The resetting of Falstaff’s “court,” like other unconventional scenes portrayed in Chimes at Midnight,
reshapes traditional power roles within the Henriad. Another such scene is the play within a play.
Falstaff and Prince Hal, the heir to the throne, present themselves as the King and the Prince
interchangeably. Falstaff looks comfortable with his cooking-pot crown. A number of peasants push
him up to a fake throne. He assumes a regal air and commends the prince on a virtuous friend: “his
name is Falstaff: if that man / should be lewdly given, he deceiveth me; for, Harry, /I see virtue in his
looks. If then the tree may be / known by the fruit, as the fruit by the tree, then, / peremptorily I speak
it, there is virtue in that / Falstaff.”	
  The scene and the language are comically excessive; the atmosphere
of popular revelry and affection cutting against the stale and sober imagery of the king’s court.
Throughout Falstaff and Prince Hal’s exchange there are constant cuts to reactions by the inn people
watching the performance. Children, old women, prostitutes and village drunks make up the crowd in
an alternate display of popular power. Most powerfully the scene portrays a kind of true virtue of
Falstaff as an alternative figure of power, rather than just presenting a comical display of irony. 	
  
	
  
The portrayal of Falstaff as an alternative, a subversion of his more traditional rendering as [INSERT
WHAT HE TRADITIONALLY IS RENDERED AS], is made overt in an early scene in the film, one
of the most beautiful in Welles’	
  entire oeuvre. Falstaff and his gang decide to dress as monks in order
to steal from a band of travelers on a pilgrimage. Falstaff is shown in the midst of the crime. He wears
white, monkish robes, and preys on the travelers’ naïvety. However, contrary to Falstaff’s despicable
intentions, the scene has a sense of grandeur that heroically frames his lawlessness. Welles and his men
blend in with the trees that surround and tower over them in an immense, birch tree forest. Though they
are vagrants, the scene frames them within the natural order of the trees. Shot from a wide, low angle,
the image of Falstaff and his men running between the trees is more than just aesthetically powerful. It
portrays Falstaff, during potentially his most despicable moment, as a grand and noble warrior. 	
  
	
  
	
  
In stark contrast to the grandeur of the robbery scene is the war scene later in the film. A desertion has
grown in the King of England’s court. Amassing an army, the forces of King Henry IV, Prince Hal’s
father, meet at the historical Battle of Shrewsbury and reassert their dominion of the British Isle.
What can be considered a more traditional setting for heroism in the state-historical mode is completely
undermined and dehumanized. Soldiers in both fields become indistinguishable in a mess of blood and
violence as Welles cuts quickly between disorienting shots of death and killing in the pandemonium. In
the unframed frenzy there is no room for individual recognition. The techniques that lifted Falstaff’s
image in the forrest as a hero are gone—rather than wide angles and swopping shots, the camera
catches the indistinguishable bodies caught in violence closely and from above. The only soldier that
can be recognized in the battle is Falstaff himself, running and cowering in armor like a cannonball

with legs. This portrayal plays on the traditional role of Falstaff as comic relief, but it also creates a
juxtaposition that is far more meaningful. Like the audience, Falstaff is only a spectator to the conflict.
His image is a human one, and it contrasts the unnatural, faceless way Welles depicts violence in the
war scene. It is in opposition to this world of traditional power, of faceless violence and royal
pompousness presented in Chimes at Midnight, that Falstaff becomes an image of virtue.
From this perspective one can appreciate how the first and final scenes of Chimes At Midnight speak to
the context of Welles’	
  own life. Despite Falstaff’s positioning as a virtuous figure within this world, he
stands in opposition to authority and suffers for his decisions. The first scene shows him with an old,
feeble man who cries out with nostalgia “Jesus the days we have seen!” Falstaff is poor and alone, the
only thing he can do is reminisce. Like Welles, Falstaff’s final days are not becoming of his status. In
the final scene of the adaptation, when Falstaff’s open venerations are denied by the new King, his fall
from grace is completed. With a heart broken by betrayal, he dies left entirely alone. It is hard not to
see the vision of Welles in his final years, alone and betrayed, fallen from the status of an artistic savant
to a servant of a dehumanizing industry—after all, his very last credited role was as Unicron in 1986’s
The Transformers: The Movie. 	
  
	
  
	
  
Chimes at Midnight is a film that defines the prowess and artistic power of Orson Welles during his
final years, an adaptation of Shakespeare by Welles, which, like his earlier films, captures the actor at a
decisive personal intersection with his many onscreen personas. Welles’ restructuring of the
Shakespearean classic creates a convincing and engaging counter-narrative that places Falstaff, a
demonized, corpulent and vulgar character, as a mistreated hero, radical and popular, that stands in
opposition to established pomp and power, yet one who suffers for his idealism. In terms of our own
understanding of Welles’ place in the world in the last phase of his career, it might be illuminating to
consider a line from Falstaff himself:	
  
There live not three good men	
  
unhanged in England; and one of them is fat and	
  
grows old: God help the while! a bad world, I say.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

